The article presents two Roman long dice discovered in the carpic settlements from Botosani-Dealul Cărămidăriei and Botosani-Groapa lui Ichim Their presence attests to the diversity of the relations between the free Dacians from the Plain of Moldavia and the Roman world of the 3rd century.
T
he artifacts presented in this article were discovered in two Carpic settlements identified near the town of Botoșani and dated to the II nd and III rd centuries C.E. It's about Dealul Cărămidăriei 1 , where it was also identified a necropolis of culture Sântana de Mureș-Cernjachov and Groapa lui Ichim 2 . The two points are very close to each other (see the Map). The objects were mentioned in excavation reports, without making further clarifications on their usefulness. In the first case, the authors wrote about "a piece of bone of prismatic shape decorated with central circles printed" 3 (photo 1). Regarding the second object discovered in a pit of worship (?) along with other artifacts, Paul Şadurschi has indicated at least "two objects of rectangular shape, made of a long bone" 4 (photo 2). The presence of a Roman amphora neck (photo 3 A) has allowed the author to date the complex in the III century C.E.
The dice represent "small objects (polyhedrons) used as implements for gambling and the playing of social games. The most common form of dice is the cube, with each side marked with from one to six small dots (spots)"
5
. In Antiquity, like today, they were used a large variety of dice, as the ones in brick shape, having marks only on the long sides. Such artifacts were first identified in the oppidum from Stradonice (Bohemia), but have also been found in other parts of the continent as the settlements from Nalliers -France (Vendee), Barzan (Charente-Maritime), Beruge, Naintre (Vienne), and the shrine from Puy de Corent (Puy-de-Dome) 6 . The two stick-shaped objects from Botoșani area represent a special form of these rectangular dice. The closest correlation we were able to identify is a dice discovered in Mainz, in the Roman camp (Fig. 3) 
7
. Similar pieces were also reported in Bulgaria, Lebanon 8 or even in Bohemia, Moravia and Slovakia 9 but information from websites are not very detailed as regards the conditions of discovery.
Having signs only on four of their sides is very possible that rectangular . Favorite games were Ludus latrunculorum, a game of military tactics, in which the player must capture the opponent's pieces, Ludus Duodecim Scriptorum,in which the pieces were moved using three dice, or the Mill game 16 . Although the relations between the Free Dacian communities and Roman world were quite intense, as can be seen in the large number of vessels and other import objects found in all settlements and cemeteries dating from the II-III centuries researched, game pieces are very rarely identified in the Moldavian Plain. In the specialized literature there is no mention than the glass pawns with hemispherical shape discovered at Cucorani, Băiceni 17 and Botoșani-Dealul Cărămidăriei 18 , dated to II nd -III rd centuries. Only in the fourth century cemetery from the Barcea (Galati County), in a child's grave (M 139) were discovered two dice, and the 27 glass counters 19 . The usefulness of these kinds of dice is difficult to determine. Given that quite a lot of these rectangular dice were found in cultic contexts, such as the sanctuaries from Puy de Corent, in Bessines or Agris (France), some authors have underlined their role in performing rituals of divination 20 . Moreover, the dice from Dealul Cărămidăriei was found in a context that could be considered ritually. It was discovered in a pit filled with ceramic fragments of vessels imported or handmade, near a pile of grains. It was deposited in a Dacian cup (photo 3 B) with secondary burning traces, together with at least two other similar objects and with 22 cattle astragals 21 . Such pieces have also been discovered in funerary contexts, such as the tomb 51 of the Roman cemetery at Lankhills, where it was a set of pieces, consisting of 1 coral stick and 15 black glass counters, 11 white glass counters, 1 ivory dice and 1 semicircular glass piece 22 . The closest analogy of this game set was identified in the Lullingstone mausoleum (Kent), where several bone objects were found probably the equivalent to the coral stick 23 . On the European continent there are also some traditional games that use this kind of dice. One is practiced in Denmark and Norway. It is called daldøs or daldøsa (photo 4) and uses a rectangular dice, with the ends in the form of low pyramids. The pieces are moved according to the indications of the dice and can be captured
24
. In England there is Lang Lawrence, a long dice with eight or four sides. The game is popular around Christmas and can be played by more people. The rules consist of raising or lowering different objects on the table depending on how the dice stops 25 . The Roman civilization did not manifested itself in the Carpathian territories only at the level of the economic and political-military relations, but also at the level of the interhuman ludic ones. The presence of these dice, and the glass counters from Cucorăni and Dealul Cărămidăriei, underlines that there were people in the Free Dacian communities in northern Moldavia who learned the secrets of the game and used the dice for both leisure and, why not, for divination. 
